[Effects of memantine on convulsive reactions and sleep-waking cycle in Krushinskiĭ-Molodkina strain rats with the inherited predisposition to audiogenic convulsions].
Krushinskii-Molodkina strain rats have an inherited predisposition to audiogenic convulsions and are used as a natural animal model in the anticonvulsive drugs studies. We have investigated whether changes in the glutamatergic synaptic transmission are involved in the mechanism of audiogenic convulsions and functional organization of sleep-waking cycle observed in rats of this line. For this purpose Memantine, a selective uncompetitive blocker of NMDA receptors was used. Memantine was injected i.m. at the dose 5 or 10 mg/kg injected 30 min, 1, 2 or 3 hours before the sound stimulus (the sine-wave tone 8 kHz, 90 db). We evaluated the latent period of initial enhanced motor activity, the appearance and intensity of clonic seizures, and thereafter the tonic seizures accompanied by extension of limbs and tail. The maximal attenuation of convulsive attack to the level of initial motor excitement only was occurred in 60% of rats between 1 and 2 hours after memantine pretreatment. No difference between the doses 5 and 10 mg/kg was observed. The effect of memantine began to decrease when memantine was injected 3 h before convulsion provocation. The recording of EEG by chronically implanted electrodes was performed from the rats of Krushinsky-Molodkina line for the study of memantine effects on the sleep organization. The sleep of these rats during the first hour after 5 or 7 mg/kg memantine injection exhibited as the short periods of slow-wave sleep only which disappeared completely thereafter 54.4 +/- 4.9 and 39.9 +/- 5.2 min correspondingly. The complete sleep loss was observed approximately 2-2.5 hours later and followed by appearance of episodes of slow-wave sleep. The first episodes of fast-wave sleep occurred 3-4 hours later. Their reappearance evidenced of the completion of memantine action on the somnogenic brain systems and the beginning of recovery of normal sleep-waking organization. Thus the manifestations of unidirectional and synchronous memantine action on audiogenic seizures and disturbances of sleep-waking mechanisms may speak about involvement of NMDA receptors in both of epileptogenesis and somnogenic system of Krushinsky-Molodkina rats line.